PROCESS CONTROL FOR YEAST VIABILITY & VITALITY: TYPES OF STRESSES
Chemical

Physical Stresses
Temperature
CO2 stimulates growth at low pressures (@0.2 bar), at
pressures over 1 bar it reduces yeast growth and
fermentation rate.
Hydrostatic pressure.

Types of Stress: a) temperature, b) pH, c) ethanol, d)
starvation, e) hydrostatic pressure, f) osmotic pressure, g)
carbon dioxide, h) acid washing and i) global consolidation
of the brewing industry for brewers.....its a tough life out
there ...not always "happy yeast"!

Temperature (-)...lager yeast cannot grow above
37oC, ale can, KEX2 gene involved? PAF protein also
implicated...a signaling-phospholipid with pleiotrophic
effects...expression very temp dependent & significant
differences between ale and lager yeast.

Osmotic pressure.

Free radicals (if California)

pH

Gases
[Metal ions]
[Dissolved carbon dioxide] exceeds saturation limits by
50% during the period of most active fermentation
(@ 50-100 hours)...most inhibiting then.

Shear

Finland: Immobilized yeast (+)...free cells higher in
trehalose than immobilized cells in HGB up to
300P....immobilized cells have lower mannan/glucans vs. free
cells and are more active relative to free in terms of ethanol
production and rate of attenuation. Free cells also have higher
UFA and ergosterol vs. bound cells.

Tank H:W ratio (-)

CO2 saturation (-)

Temperature (-)

German lager brewers often can only
repitch yeast 3-4 times vs > 10
common in USA. Why? German's
have 100% malt, cold, relatively low
gravity vs high adjunct, warmer,
higher alcohol US processes.
Speculate the difference lies in
pitching rate practices, where US see
2-4 doublings during fermentation
whereas a 120P pitched at 40-50
million may see < 1? After 2-3
repitchings, need to replace yeast.
Super if you are a supplier of yeast
propagation systems!

Synergism of ethanol, temperature and osmotic
pressure (-)

Effect on Yeast
Viability & Vitality

Biological Stresses: brewers, brewing scientists, suicide
mutations, lethal DNA damage.

Fermentation Stresses: pH, [ethanol], low
nutrients, hydrostatic, osmotic, oxidative.

Virgin cells slower fermenters.....repitching is okay!!!
Stirred fermentations (-)

Environmental Stresses

Biological
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